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In accordance with 39 C.F.R. § 3015.5 and Order No. 290,1 the United States 

Postal Service (Postal Service) hereby gives notice that the Postal Service is entering 

into an additional four Global Expedited Package Services 2 (GEPS 2) contracts.  

Prices and classifications not of general applicability for GEPS contracts were 

previously established by the Decision of the Governors of the United States Postal 

Service on the Establishment of Prices and Classifications for Global Expedited 

Package Services Contracts, issued May 6, 2008 (Governors’ Decision No. 08-7).2  The 

Postal Regulatory Commission (Commission) determined that individual GEPS 

contracts may be included as part of the GEPS 2 product if they meet the requirements 

of 39 U.S.C. § 3633 and if they are functionally equivalent to the previously submitted 

                                            
1 PRC Order No. 290, Order Granting Clarification and Adding Global Expedited Package Services 2 to 
the Competitive Product List, Docket No. CP2009-50, August 28, 2009. 
2 A redacted copy of the Governors’ Decision was filed on July 23, 2008, and is filed as Attachment 3 to 
this Notice.  An unredacted copy of this Governors’ Decision was filed earlier under seal.  Notice of United 
States Postal Service of Governors’ Decision Establishing Prices and Classifications for Global Expedited 
Package Services Contracts, Docket No. CP2008-4, May 20, 2008.  That notice may be accessed at the 
following link: http://www.prc.gov/Docs/59/59951/Not_Govs_Decn_GEPS_w_att.pdf. 
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GEPS contracts.3  The four contracts and supporting documents establishing 

compliance with 39 U.S.C. § 3633 and 39 C.F.R. § 3015.5 are being filed separately 

under seal with the Commission, although redacted copies of the four contracts are filed 

as Attachments 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D, and a certified statement required by 39 C.F.R. § 

3015.5(c)(2) for each of the four contracts are filed as Attachments 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D.   

The first GEPS contract was filed on May 20, 2008.4  Subsequently, the 

Commission reviewed many additional GEPS contracts with minor differences not 

affecting the similarity of the cost and market characteristics.  The Postal Service 

demonstrates below that these agreements are functionally equivalent to the previously 

submitted GEPS agreements.  Accordingly, these contracts should be included within 

the GEPS 2 product. 

Identification of the Additional GEPS 2 Contracts 

The Postal Service believes that these four additional GEPS contracts fit within 

the Mail Classification Schedule (MCS) language included as Attachment A to 

Governors’ Decision No. 08-7, but understands that the Commission considers this 

language illustrative until the MCS is completed.5  Each of these agreements is set to 

expire one year after the Postal Service notifies the customer that all necessary 

approvals and reviews of the agreement have been obtained, culminating with a 

favorable conclusion on review by the Commission.  By its terms, each agreement will 

                                            
3 See PRC Order No. 86, Order Concerning Global Expedited Package Services Contracts, June 27, 
2008, at 7.  Although Order No. 86 explicitly applied to the GEPS 1 agreements, the specific agreement 
that served as the baseline GEPS 1 agreement expired.  Thus, the Commission created the GEPS 2 
product, which has as its baseline agreement the contract reviewed in Docket No. CP2009-50, which was 
found to be functionally equivalent to the GEPS 1 product.  PRC Order No. 290, at 1 and 3.  Therefore, 
the Postal Service understands that Order No. 86 applies to the GEPS 2 product and any subsequent 
GEPS products that the Commission determines to be functionally equivalent to it.  
4 Notice of United States Postal Service of Filing a Global Expedited Package Services Contract, Docket 
No. CP2008-5, May 20, 2008. 
5 PRC Order No. 86, at 6. 
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expire one year after its effective date unless termination of the agreement occurs 

earlier.   

Application for Non-public Treatment 

The Postal Service maintains that the redacted portions of the contracts, related 

financial information, and identifying information related to GEPS 2 customers should 

remain confidential.  Attachment 4 to this Notice is the Postal Service’s application for 

non-public treatment of materials filed under seal in this docket.  A full discussion of the 

required elements of the application appears in Attachment 4.

Functional Equivalency of GEPS 2 Contracts 

These four GEPS 2 contracts are substantially similar to that in Docket No. 

CP2009-50 in terms of the product being offered under its terms, the market to which it 

is being offered, and its cost characteristics.  Like the contract that is the subject of 

Docket No. CP2009-50 (“baseline agreement”), these four contracts also fit within the 

parameters outlined by the Governors’ Decision establishing the rates for GEPS 

agreements. There are, however, differences between these four contracts and the 

baseline agreement that fall into two basic categories:  differences of customer-specific 

information and differences in general terms.  These differences are outlined in the 

following paragraphs: 

Customer specific information: 

� The name and address of the customer in the title and first paragraph of 

the agreement; 

� The option for tendering the mail in Article 6, paragraph (4); 
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� The negotiated minimum revenue and/or volume commitment contained in 

Article 8, paragraph 1; 

� The consequences of the Mailer not meeting its minimum commitment as 

set forth in Article 8, paragraphs 2 and 3; 

� And of course, the identification of the customer’s representative to 

receive notices under the agreement in Article 28 and the identity of the 

signatory to the agreement. 

General terms: 

� Confidentiality provisions.  Four provisions were added to the basic  

GEPS contract template to integrate elements of the Commission’s rules 

on non-public treatment of confidential information as announced in PRC 

Order No. 225.6  These are found at Article 5, paragraph 6; Article 6, 

paragraph 10; the last sentence of Article 15; and Article 16.  As a result of 

the addition of Article 16, the numbering for the provisions following that 

article has also changed. 

� Pickup service.  An obligation of the USPS to provide pickup service for 

Qualifying Mail according to an applicable local agreement, if any, was 

added, at Article 5, paragraph 4.  Such local agreements are standard and 

common, enabling local postal managers to make the most efficient use of 

their resources and to adapt to changes in customers’ and Postal Service 

needs within the well-established boundaries of their authority.  Many 

GEPS customers tender mail in accordance with such agreements.  The 

                                            
6 PRC Order No. 225, Final Rule Establishing Appropriate Confidentiality Procedures, Docket No. 
RM2008-1, June 19, 2009. 
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addition of paragraph 6 to Article 14 of the Agreement maintains the status

quo of the local parties to pickup service agreements insofar as 

modifications to those agreements are concerned. 

� Reference updates.  Language has been added to Article 26 to clarify that 

references within the agreement to International Mail Manual (IMM) or 

Domestic Mail Manual (DMM) provisions are intended to relate to the 

substance of those provisions, not to the specific numbered provision, in 

the event that the numbering should change while the agreement is in 

effect.  Also, in the last sentence of Article 19, paragraph 2, “IMM 221.3” 

has been changed to “IMM 222.71.” 

� Definitions.  A definition for “PC Postage Provider” has been added.  In 

addition, the definition for “Non-Qualifying Mail” has been expanded to 

include not only “all types of mail not covered by Article 3,” but also 

“Express Mail International and Priority Mail International tendered to the 

USPS at a Bulk Mail Entry Unit or a USPS retail window.”    

� Titles.  Article 4’s title has been changed to “Treatment of Non-Qualifying 

Mail.”  The titles of Annex 1 have been simplified. 

� New provisions.  In Article 4, the option of the USPS accepting Non-

Qualifying Mail and imposing a penalty upon the Mailer has been added. 

Other new provisions include Articles 5(3) and 5(5) concerning Postage 

and Penalties for Non-Qualifying Mail; Articles 6(8) and 6(9) concerning 

Postage Due and Penalty for the Improper Tender of Mail; Article 7 
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concerning Penalty for the Improper Tender of Mail; and Article 29, 

concerning Fraud. 

Minor changes: 

� In Article 2, paragraphs 1 and 2, the top level domain of the website was 

changed.     

� In Article 3, the definition of “Qualifying Mail,” excludes Express Mail 

International Flat-Rate Envelope, Priority Mail International Flat-Rate 

Envelope, the Priority Mail International Small Flat-Rate Box, the Priority 

Mail International Regular/Medium Flat-Rate Box, and the Priority Mail 

International Large Flat-Rate Box.  These exclusions were listed in Article 

1 of the baseline agreement. 

� In Article 13(2), “shall be calculated” has been changed to “shall be 

enforceable and shall be calculated.” 

� The title of Article 15 has been changed to “Entire Agreement and 

Survival.”  The Entire Agreement now includes all Annexes and any 

corresponding written local pickup agreement.   

� In Article 19, Limitation of Liability; Insurance, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 

“rifling” has been replaced by “missing contents”.   

Because these four contracts and the baseline agreement incorporate the same 

cost attributes and methodology, the relevant cost and market characteristics are 

similar, if not the same, for these four contracts and the baseline GEPS 2 contract.  The 

Postal Service does not consider that the specified differences affect either the 

fundamental service the Postal Service is offering or the fundamental structure of the 
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contracts.  Nothing detracts from the conclusion that these agreements are “functionally 

equivalent in all pertinent respects.”7   

Conclusion

For the reasons discussed and as demonstrated by the financial data filed under 

seal, the Postal Service has established that these four new GEPS 2 contracts are in 

compliance with the requirements of 39 U.S.C. § 3633 and are functionally equivalent to 

other GEPS 2 contracts.  Accordingly, these four contracts should be added to the 

existing GEPS 2 product.   

 

      Respectfully submitted, 

 
       UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
       By its attorneys: 

 
       Anthony F. Alverno 
       Chief Counsel, Global Business 
 
       Christopher C. Meyerson 

 
       Arneece L. Williams 

Paralegal Specialist 
 
475 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20260-1137 
(202) 268-7820; Fax -5628 
christopher.c.meyerson@usps.gov 
May 11, 2010 
 
 

                                            
7 PRC Order No. 85, Order Concerning Global Plus Negotiated Service Agreements, Docket No. 
CP2008-8, June 27, 2008, at 8. 
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ATTACHMENT 4 

 
APPLICATION OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE FOR NON-PUBLIC 

TREATMENT OF MATERIALS  
 

In accordance with 39 C.F.R. § 3007.21 and Order No. 225,1 the United States 

Postal Service (Postal Service) hereby applies for non-public treatment of certain 

materials filed with the Commission in this docket.  The materials pertain to an 

additional four Global Expedited Package Services 2 (GEPS) contracts which the Postal 

Service believes are functionally equivalent to previously filed GEPS agreements.  The 

contracts and supporting documents establishing compliance with 39 U.S.C. § 3633 and 

39 C.F.R. § 3015.5 are being filed separately under seal with the Commission, although 

redacted copies of the four contracts, a certified statement required by 39 C.F.R. § 

3015.5(c)(2) for each of the four contracts, and the related Governors’ decision are filed 

with the Notice as Attachments 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D and 3, respectively.2   

The Postal Service hereby furnishes the justification required for this application 

by 39 C.F.R. § 3007.21(c) below.   

(1) The rationale for claiming that the materials are non-public, including the 
specific statutory basis for the claim, and a statement justifying application of the 
provision(s); 
 

Information of a commercial nature, which under good business practice would 

not be publicly disclosed, as well as third party business information, is not required to 

be disclosed to the public.  39 U.S.C. § 410(c)(2); 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3) and (4).  The 

                                            
1 PRC Order No. 225, Final Rule Establishing Appropriate Confidentiality Procedures, Docket No. 
RM2008-1, June 19, 2009. 
2 The Postal Service informed the customer prior to filing its notice that it would be seeking non-public 
treatment of the redacted portions of the contract.  The Postal Service also informed the customer that it 
could file its own application for non-public treatment of these materials in accordance with 39 C.F.R. § 
3007.22. 
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Commission may determine the appropriate level of confidentiality to be afforded to 

such information after weighing the nature and extent of the likely commercial injury to 

the Postal Service against the public interest in maintaining the financial transparency of 

a government establishment competing in commercial markets.  39 U.S.C. § 

504(g)(3)(A).3  Because the portions of materials filed non-publicly in this docket fall 

within the scope of information not required to be publicly disclosed, the Postal Service 

asks the Commission to support its determination that these materials are exempt from 

public disclosure and grant its application for their non-public treatment.    

(2) Identification, including name, phone number, and e-mail address for any third 
party who is known to have a proprietary interest in the materials, or if such an 
identification is sensitive, contact information for a Postal Service employee who 
shall provide notice to that third party; 
 

In the case of GEPS contracts involving PC Postage, the Postal Service believes 

that the only third parties with a proprietary interest in the materials are the customer 

with whom the contract is made and the PC Postage Provider that the customer intends 

to use.4   The Postal Service maintains that customer identifying information should be 

                                            
3 The Commission has indicated that “likely commercial injury” should be construed broadly to 
encompass other types of injury, such as harms to privacy, deliberative process, or law enforcement 
interests.  PRC Order No. 194, Second Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to Establish a Procedure for 
According Appropriate Confidentiality, Docket No. RM2008-1, Mar. 20, 2009, at 11. 
4 However, other postal operators can be considered to have a proprietary interest in some rate 
information in the financial workpapers included with this filing. The Postal Service maintains that such 
information should be withheld from public disclosure. In view of the practical difficulties, the Postal 
Service has not undertaken to inform all affected postal operators about the nature and scope of this filing 
and about the ability to address any confidentiality concerns directly with the Commission as provided in 
39 C.F.R. § 3007.20(b). Due to language and cultural differences as well as the sensitive nature of the 
Postal Service's rate relationship with the affected foreign postal operators, the Postal Service proposes 
that a designated Postal Service employee serve as the point of contact for any notices to the relevant 
postal operators. The Postal Service identifies as an appropriate contact person Brian Hutchins, 
Manager, International Postal Relations. Mr. Hutchins' phone number is (703) 292-3591, and his email 
address is brian.hutchins@usps.gov. The Postal Service acknowledges that 39 C.F.R. § 3007.21 (c)(2) 
appears to contemplate only situations where a third party's identification is "sensitive" as permitting the 
designation of a Postal Service employee who shall act as an intermediary for notice purposes. To the 
extent that the Postal Service's filing in the absence of actual notice might be construed as beyond the 
scope of the Commission's rules, the Postal Service respectfully requests a waiver that would allow it to 
forgo providing a notice to each postal operator, and to designate a Postal Service employee as the 
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withheld from public disclosure.  Therefore, rather than identifying the customers for 

these four contracts, the Postal Service gives notice that it has already informed the 

customers, in compliance with 39 C.F.R. § 3007.20(b), of the nature and scope of this 

filing and their ability to address their confidentiality concerns directly with the 

Commission.  The Postal Service employee responsible for providing notice to the 

customers with proprietary interest in the materials filed in this docket is Mr. James J. 

Crawford, Business Development Specialist, Global Business, United States Postal 

Service, 1735 North Lynn Street, Room 2030, Arlington, VA 22209-2030, whose e-mail 

address is james.j.crawford@usps.gov, and whose telephone number is 703-292-3614.  

In addition, the Postal Service gives notice that it has already informed the PC 

Postage Provider that three of the four mailers intend to use, in compliance with 39 

C.F.R. § 3007.20(b), of the nature and scope of this filing and its ability to address its 

confidentiality concerns directly with the Commission.  The appropriate contact person 

for the PC Postage Provider that three of the four mailers intend to use is Candi A. 

Booth, National Sales Manager, Endicia.com, 247 High Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301.  

Ms. Booth’s phone number is 650-321-2640 x183, and her e-mail address is 

candi.booth@endicia.com. 

The Postal Service has also informed the PC Postage Provider that one of the 

mailers intends to use, in compliance with 39 C.F.R. § 3007.20(b), of the nature and 

scope of this filing and its ability to address its confidentiality concerns directly with the 

Commission.  The appropriate contact person for the PC Postage Provider that one of 

the mailers intends to use is Jeff Crouse, VP, Marketing, Stamps.com Shipping 

                                                                                                                                             
contact person under these circumstances, since it is impractical to communicate with dozens of 
operators in multiple languages about this matter. 
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Solutions, whose address is 12959 Coral Tree Place, Los Angeles, CA 90066. Mr. 

Crouse’s phone number is (310) 482-5895, and his e-mail address is 

jcrouse@Stamps.com. 

(3) A description of the materials claimed to be non-public in a manner that, 
without revealing the materials at issue, would allow a person to thoroughly 
evaluate the basis for the claim that they are non-public; 
 
 In connection with its Notice filed in this docket, the Postal Service included four 

contracts, financial workpapers, and statements for each of the four contracts certifying 

that the agreement should meet the requirements of 39 U.S.C. § 3633(a)(1), (2), and 

(3).  These materials were filed under seal, with redacted copies filed publicly, after 

notice to the customer.  The Postal Service maintains that the redacted portions of the 

four contracts, related financial information, and identifying information related to GEPS 

customers, should remain confidential.   

With regard to the four GEPS agreements filed in this docket, the redactions on 

page 1, to the footers of each page, to Article 28, and to the signature block of each of 

the four contracts constitute the name or address of a postal patron whose identifying 

information may be withheld from mandatory public disclosure by virtue of 39 U.S.C. § 

504(g)(1) and 39 U.S.C. § 410(c)(2).  The redacted portions of the footers of Annex 1 

also protect the customer’s identifying information from disclosure.  

Other redacted information in the Agreements includes negotiated contract 

terms, such as the minimum volume and/or revenue commitment agreed to by the 

customers, various penalties, and the percentage of cost increase which may trigger a 

consequential price increase.   
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The redactions made in Annex 1 of the contracts, other than those involving the 

customer’s name, withhold the actual prices that are being offered to these customers in 

exchange for their commitments and performance of their obligations under the terms of 

the agreements.  

The redactions applied to the financial workpapers protect commercially sensitive 

information such as underlying costs and assumptions, pricing formulas, information 

relevant to the mailing profile of the customers, business information of the PC Postage 

Provider that the customer intends to use, and cost coverage projections.  To the extent 

practicable, the Postal Service has limited its redactions in the workpapers to the actual 

information it has determined to be exempt from disclosure under 5 U.S.C. § 552(b).  

However, in a limited number of cases, narrative passages, such as words or numbers 

in text, were replaced with general terms describing the redacted material.  For 

example, where the mailer’s name appears in the spreadsheet within a cell, it has been 

replaced by the word “Mailer.”  Likewise, where an actual number appears as a 

percentage discount as a column header, in the public filing the number is replaced by 

the word “Discount” and followed by the percentage symbol (e.g., Discount%).  

(4) Particular identification of the nature and extent of commercial harm alleged 
and the likelihood of such harm; 

 
If the portions of the contracts that the Postal Service determined to be protected 

from disclosure due to their commercially sensitive nature were to be disclosed publicly, 

the Postal Service considers that it is quite likely that it would suffer commercial harm.  

First, revealing customer identifying information would enable competitors to focus 

marketing efforts on current postal customers which have been cultivated through the 

efforts and resources of the Postal Service.  The Postal Service considers that it is 
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highly probable that if this information were made public, its competitors would take 

immediate advantage of it.  The GEPS agreements include a provision allowing the 

mailer to terminate the contract without cause by providing at least 30 days’ notice.  

Therefore, there is a substantial likelihood of losing the customers to a competitor that 

targets them with lower pricing.  

Other redacted information in these Agreements (which are included as 

Attachments 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D to this notice) includes negotiated contract terms, such 

as the minimum volume and/or revenue commitment agreed to by the customers, 

various penalties, and the percentage of cost increase which may trigger a 

consequential price increase.  This information is commercially sensitive, and the Postal 

Service does not believe that it would be disclosed under good business practices.  

Competitors could use the information to assess the offers made by the Postal Service 

to its customers for any possible comparative vulnerabilities and focus sales and 

marketing efforts on those areas, to the detriment of the Postal Service.  Additionally, 

other potential customers could use the information to their advantage in negotiating the 

terms of their own agreements with the Postal Service.  The Postal Service considers 

these to be highly probable outcomes that would result from public disclosure of the 

redacted material. 

The financial workpapers include specific information such as costs, assumptions 

used in pricing formulas, the formulas themselves, mailer profile information, projections 

of variables, contingency rates included to account for market fluctuations and the 

exchange risks.  In addition, the workpapers contain information concerning financial 

relationships with PC Postage providers.  All of this information is highly confidential in 
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the business world.  If this information were made public, the Postal Service’s 

competitors would have the advantage of being able to determine the absolute floor for 

Postal Service pricing.  Unlike its competitors, the Postal Service is required by the mail 

classification schedule to demonstrate that each negotiated agreement within this group 

covers its attributable costs.  Furthermore, the Postal Service’s Governors have 

required that each contract be submitted to the Commission with a notice that complies 

with 39 C.F.R. § 3015.5.5  Thus, competitors would be able to take advantage of the 

information to offer lower pricing to the GEPS customers, while subsidizing any losses 

with profits from other customers.  Eventually, this could freeze the Postal Service out of 

the expedited package services market.  Given that these spreadsheets are filed in their 

native format, the Postal Service’s assessment is that the likelihood that the information 

would be used in this way is great.   

Potential customers could also deduce from the rates provided in the contract or 

from the information in the workpapers whether additional margin for net profit exists 

between the contract being filed and the contribution that GEPS contracts must make.  

From this information, each customer could attempt to negotiate ever-increasing 

incentives, such that the Postal Service’s ability to negotiate competitive yet financially 

sound rates would be compromised.  Even the customer involved in this GEPS filing 

could use the information in the workpapers in an attempt to renegotiate its own rates 

by threatening to terminate its current agreement, although the Postal Service considers 

this risk to be lower in comparison to those previously identified. 

                                            
5 Decision of the Governors of the United States Postal Service On The Establishment of Prices and 
Classifications for Global Expedited Package Services Contracts, May 6, 2008, (Governors’ Decision No. 
08-7) at 2-3 and Attachment A. 
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Price information in the contracts and financial spreadsheets also consists of 

sensitive commercial information of the customer. Disclosure of such information could 

be used by competitors of the customers to assess their underlying costs, and thereby 

develop a benchmark for the development of a competitive alternative. 

Information in the financial spreadsheets also consists of sensitive commercial 

information related to an agreement between the Postal Service and the PC Postage 

Provider.  Such information would be extremely valuable to competitors of both the 

Postal Service and the PC Postage Provider.  Using detailed information about such 

agreements, competitors would be able to better understand the costs of the postage 

programs used, and identify areas where they could adapt their own operations to be 

more competitive.  In addition, competitors of the PC Postage Provider could use such 

information to their advantage in negotiating the terms of their own agreements with the 

Postal Service. 

(5) At least one specific hypothetical, illustrative example of each alleged harm; 

Identified harm:  Revealing customer identifying information would enable competitors 

to target the customers for sales and marketing purposes. 

 
Hypothetical:  The identity of the customer in one of these contracts is revealed to the 

public.  Another expedited delivery service has an employee monitoring the filing of 

GEPS agreements and passing along the information to its sales function.  The 

competitor’s sales representatives can then quickly contact the Postal Service’s 

customer and offer the customer lower rates or other incentives to terminate its contract 

with the USPS in favor of using the competitor’s services.   
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Identified harm:  Public disclosure of information in the financial workpapers would be 

used by competitors and customers to the detriment of the Postal Service. 

 
Hypothetical:  A competing expedited package delivery service obtains a copy of the 

unredacted version of the financial workpapers from the Postal Regulatory 

Commission’s website.  It analyzes the workpapers to determine what the Postal 

Service would have to charge its customers in order to meet its minimum statutory 

obligations for cost coverage and contribution to institutional costs.  It then sets its own 

rates for products similar to what the Postal Service offers its GEPS customers under 

that threshold and markets its ability to guarantee to beat the Postal Service on price for 

international expedited delivery services.  By sustaining this below-market strategy for a 

relatively short period of time, the competitor, or all of the Postal Service’s competitors 

acting in a likewise fashion, would freeze the Postal Service out of the business-to-

business and business-to-customer expedited delivery services markets for which the 

GEPS product is designed. 

 

Identified harm:  Public disclosure of the rate charts in Annex 1 would provide potential 

customers extraordinary negotiating power to extract lower rates. 

 
Hypothetical:  Customer A’s negotiated rates are disclosed publicly on the Postal 

Regulatory Commission’s website.  Customer B sees the rates and determines that 

there may be some additional profit margin between the rates provided to Customer A 

and the statutory cost coverage that the Postal Service must produce in order for the 

agreement to be added to the competitive products list.  Customer B, which was offered 
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rates identical to those published in Customer A’s agreement, then uses the publicly 

available rate information to insist that it must receive lower rates than those the Postal 

Service has offered it, or it will not use the Postal Service for its expedited package 

service delivery needs.   

Alternatively, Customer B attempts to extract lower rates only for those 

destinations for which it believes the Postal Service is the low-cost provider among all 

service providers.  The Postal Service may agree to this demand in order to keep the 

customer’s business overall, which it believes will still satisfy total cost coverage for the 

agreement.  Then, the Customer uses other providers for destinations other than those 

for which it extracted lower rates.  This impacts the Postal Service’s overall projected 

cost coverage for the agreement, such that it no longer meets its cost coverage 

requirement.  Although the Postal Service could terminate the contract when it first 

recognized that the mailer’s practice and projected profile were at variance, the costs 

associated with establishing the contract, including filing it with the Postal Regulatory 

Commission, would be sunk costs that would have a negative impact on the GEPS 

product overall.   

 

Identified harm: Public disclosure of information in any one of these contracts or  

financial workpapers would be used by the customer’s competitors to its detriment.  

 
Hypothetical: A firm competing with the customer obtains a copy of the unredacted 

version of one of these contracts or financial workpapers from the Postal Regulatory 

Commission’s website. The competitor analyzes the prices or the workpapers to assess 

the customer’s underlying costs, volumes, and volume distribution for the corresponding 
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delivery products. The competitor uses that information to (i) conduct market 

intelligence on the customer’s business practices, and (ii) develop lower-cost 

alternatives using the customer’s mailing costs as a baseline. 

  
Identified harm: Public disclosure of information in these contracts and the financial 

workpapers would be used by the competitors of the PC Postage Provider to the Postal 

Service and/or the PC Postage Provider’s detriment.  

 
Hypothetical: A firm competing with the customer’s PC Postage Provider obtains a copy 

of the unredacted version of one of these contracts and financial workpapers from the 

Commission’s website.    The firm uses the information to assess the PC Postage 

Provider’s revenue sources and growth opportunities, and thereby develop benchmarks 

for competitive alternatives.  In addition, disclosure of such information could provide 

leverage to other PC Postage Providers in their negotiations with the Postal Service 

concerning financial arrangements that PC Postage Providers make with the Postal 

Service in the future.   

(6) The extent of protection from public disclosure deemed to be necessary; 
 

The Postal Service maintains that the redacted portions of the materials filed 

non-publicly should be withheld from persons involved in competitive decision-making in 

the relevant market for international expedited and parcels products (including both 

private sector integrators and foreign postal administrations), as well as their 

consultants and attorneys.  Additionally, the Postal Service believes that actual or 

potential customers of the Postal Service for this or similar products should not be 

provided access to the non-public materials.  
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(7) The length of time deemed necessary for the non-public materials to be 
protected from public disclosure with justification thereof; 
  

The Commission’s regulations provide that non-public materials shall lose non-

public status ten years after the date of filing with the Commission, unless the 

Commission or its authorized representative enters an order extending the duration of 

that status.  39 C.F.R. § 3007.30.   

(8) Any other factors or reasons relevant to support the application. 

None.  

 

Conclusion 

For the reasons discussed, the Postal Service asks that the Commission grant its 

application for non-public treatment of the identified materials.  
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